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Dear Municipal Clerk,

I am writing to express my concern about Three Sisters Mountain Village’s latest development
proposals.  I have several general concerns regarding the direction this takes our community
and two particular areas that bother me most.  I’ll focus on those areas.  First, I would like to
thank the present council for the hard and diligent work they do.  I would also like to thank
Bow Valley Engage for putting the complicated pieces on this issue together in a more easily
understood form.

Undermining:
When I consider TSMV’s proposal to build on the abandoned golf course lands, I have flash
backs to the 2013 flood and all the after-the-fact finger-pointing regarding building being
allowed on flood plains and alluvial fans.  The same situation exists here with the undermining
on the proposed golf course lands. It is clear that it would be completely irresponsible to build
on this land.  Despite the short-term liability conditions proposed, ultimately the municipality
or province (i.e., taxpayers either way) will end up paying for disasters caused by undermining
problems over the longterm.  That is not acceptable to me.  Also, personally, I am tired of this.
I’ve lived in Canmore for 24 years and I’m done with developers trying to build on this
particular piece of land.  It’s time to put it to bed.  Either build the golf course or hand it over
to the municipality or province to preserve the land in perpetuity.

Wildlife and the Development of New Neighbourhoods:
I believe we have already failed to own our responsibility to coexist with wildlife and our
natural environment in regards to land development in Canmore.  However, we no longer have
ignorance as an excuse due to the abundance of local and global information available
regarding our responsibilities as humans to our planet.  One major case in point is the new
problem we have with elk on the highway, caused by their grazing lands being developed. I
believe it is our community responsibility not to allow another swath of land to be removed
(not just TSMV land) until the wildlife/ecosystem is considered first.  Get the highway fences
and underpasses built before any more land development.  We should be indifferent to the
excuse that this involves different jurisdictions and/or high upfront costs.  Also, no more
clearcutting!  We should be keeping as much forest and habitat for all creatures as possible as
a top priority (yes, squirrels and birds count too).  The recent clearcutting at Stewart Creek, for
me, demonstrates how little TSMV really cares about the big picture.  

As well, I do support the following comments written by the Canmore Engage team:

TSMV’s plans conflict with several guiding documents for our community, including the
Municipal Development Plan, conservation wildlands zoning, and several bylaws.
Collectively, these were put into place to protect the character of our community, the quality
of life of its residents, and to meet our goal of coexisting with wildlife. They include: 

1. TSMV’s request to expand our Urban Growth Boundary which is meant to limit our
footprint and to ensure a balance between nature & development, especially in a sensitive area
like the mouth of the Wind Valley (1998 Municipal Development Plan);
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2. TSMV’s request to rezone ~33 ha of Conservation Wildlands to urban development, also in
the sensitive mouth of the Wind Valley (1998 Land Use Bylaw);

3. TSMV’s misrepresentation of the bylaw for a 300-450m-wide open space setback adjacent
to an otherwise too narrow wildlife corridor above the unfinished golf course (Sections
14.16.4.1(b) & (c) Canmore Land Use Bylaw)). This came about due to the 2002 Golder
Report, which was a jointly commissioned study by the Town of Canmore and TSMV;

4. Doubling of the number of remaining residential units allowed to be built on TSMV lands
as per Bylaw 1-98, Section 14.9.2.4. The bylaw states up to 3447 more units can be built
however TSMV’s plans call for 6750 more units (and this doesn’t even include a possible
3100 additional secondary suites and 420 PAH units).

I believe Town Council was elected to uphold foundational plans and bylaws like this, not to
change them when a global health pandemic prevents meaningful community consultation and
discussion. Please stay the course; this is not the time to rush through legacy-making decisions
for an entire community in order to appease the interests of a single land speculator. 

Lastly, thank you again for the work that you do.  It is very much appreciated :)

Sincerely, 

Jackie Wilson
(Canmore resident since 1997)

Jackie Wilson
403-679-8569
jackiew906@outlook.com
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